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Building the secure agri-finance solution by big data analysis and biometrics ID 
verification system on grassroots network for small scale farmers



We call the central figure “BUDDY" 

The BUDDY will download the App and 
team up with the farmer 

By inputting the data such as area, 
type, status, location of each farmer

AGRIBUDDY will create a schedule for 
the farmer's team based on those 
information



The best fertilizer to use, efficient 
harvesting, arrangement of tractor 
or rice planting machine

The schedule will be sent to the 
BUDDY's device 

Transmitted to the farmers at an 
appropriate time



In the morning, when you arrive at 
the field, the harvester is already in 
action 

By the time the harvest is 
completed, the tractor is on stand by

Each BUDDYs' and Farmers' trading 
performance will be their credit 
strength 

And the Farmers will be able to take 
out loans from the bank associated 
with AGRIBUDDY



The team will be able to invest into their farm and create 
an efficient circle of agriculture



2.4MT/ha8MT/ha VS

200%

Labor cost inflation 2009 - 2016

450Bn USD

Unmet demand for credit

Smallholder farming the vicious cycle of unprofitability

The combination of lack of labour, capital 
and knowledge results in farming 
becoming less profitable for smallholders

Farm labor cost increases due to 
shortage, as jobs like urban construction 
are much more remunerative

VS

Unable to access reasonably priced credit 
financing, due to inability of banks to 
evaluate creditworthiness of farmers

Low yields and poor prices due to lack of 
credit, knowledge and product quality

Ideal 1,365USD Real 568USD

Yield per hectare

Severe unprofitability



138M 
$57

Smallholders 
Unserved market

Secure funding solution is strongly required by all of agri-stakeholders 

Investment fund inflow 

1.9M 
$790M

13.4M 
$5.6Bn

92.7%USD 450B USD 416
Farmers find it difficult to 

access working capital
Worldwide unmet demand 

for credit
Unmet demand for credit 

per hectare

Data source : USAID / MasterCard Data source : Results of a questionnaire to 10,000 registered farmers under AGRIBUDDY

4.4M 
$1.8Bn
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$600

$800

$1,000

$1,200

Investment Return

First plowing
Second plowing
Harrow to cover the seed
Seed
Basal fertilization
First herbicide application (included man power)
Second herbicide application
First urea application
Second urea application
Harvesting

Investment Return

First plowing
Second plowing
Rice Seed
Rice seedling preparation
Transplanting
Basal fertilization
First herbicide application
Second herbicide application
First urea application
Second urea application
harvesting

100%

141% 123%

212%

Without AGRIBUDDY 
- General Farmers -

With AGRIBUDDY 
- AGRIBUDDY Farmers -

3 ton / ha 
$225 / ton

4.5 ton / ha 
$225 / ton

 Farmers' Investment vs Return



AGRIBUDDY  
- enabling credit and insurance access across the farming value chain -



BUDDY

Farmer

Individual data 
Farm data 
Crop data 
Cultivation data

Satellite data 
Cultivation calendar 
Price data 
Average yield

App. System Sales Navigation Players

Generate farmer’s profile

Automatically distributed 
to BUDDY app.

FIs

Provide Digital Credit

Business with farmers 
by credit

Expense projection 
Income projection 
Schedule estimation 
Payment ability estimation

When 
TO whom 
Which item 
Quantity

Agri-inputs suppliers 
Agri-machinery distributers 
Machinery owners 
Crop traders 
Consumer goods suppliers

External observation data

Recommended materials 
for each farmer

Backed up by Crop Insurance



Workflow without Tech





Data Input Monitoring Mapping Incentive System

Data collection by uploading from smartphone



X



BUDDY individual data
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X
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Drought & flood index insurance

[Soil moisture : Average for August-December 2004]
[Drought Intensity as of 12 July 2015]

X
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2018-06-04 2018-06-17

2018-09-09 2018-09-27

2018-07-312018-07-162018-07-01

2018-06-23

2018-08-09

Harvest



X



X



Sowing Transplanting
3 ton / ha 5+ ton / ha



We are a very big believer in equal opportunity as opposed to equal outcome, 
that is why we will create opportunities in rural area as much as we can


